Get Things Rolling with Proven Luxury Vinyl Protection

Just One Coat of EPIC:

- Enhances Color and Depth of Luxury Vinyl Flooring
- Improves Chemical, Abrasion, and Stain Resistance
- Minimizes Chemical and Material Waste
- Extends Lifespan of Flooring

EPIC SOLUTIONS FOR:
- Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT)
- Luxury Vinyl Plank (LVP)
- Wood Plastic Composite (WPC)
- Stone Polymer Composite (SPC)
- Engineered Vinyl Flooring
- Linoleum

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING SHEENS:
- Gloss (Shine)
- Matte (No Shine)
- Semi-Gloss (Add UDT Aggregate)
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP

• Energy & Water Conservation
  EPIC dramatically reduces water and energy consumption by eliminating ongoing maintenance requirements

• Chemical Reduction
  Eliminate acrylic floor finish, stripper, top scrub, and buffing chemicals

• Reduce Waste
  Extend flooring lifespan and reduce landfill waste

• Improve Indoor Air Quality
  Banish dry buffing which raises dust

KEEP YOUR “NO-WAX FLOORS” NO WAX!

EPIC POSSIBILITIES!

When LVT flooring starts to fade, revitalize it with EPIC

Choose a sheen that fits your environment

Call 320 • 258 • 2266 for more information!
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